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Abstract - Agile has invented to improve and overcome Draw backs of software development. Now
agile model is using in software development very vastly. It is facilitating the developer and client both
very resourcefully. It is getting popularity than the other Software Development Life Cycle models
because of its characteristics and most owing to allow change request at any level of the project. The
client in the software development is the main part and asset of the company. The software house always
focuses on its client because client is an asset. Thus developer has major concern with the client’s
requirement and change request. Agile is getting popularity because of allow change request at any stage
of project, on the other hand it is also a drawback in agile model because when project starts the
project’s completion time and cost is decided. But due to frequent change of requests come from client the
cost and completion time both increase eventually which is not good for software house’s business and
reputation. So there is need a cost and time estimation technique to solve change request issue in agile
model.
Keywords: Software Development Life Cycle Models; Agile Limitations; Agile Project Cost and
Time Estimation; cost and time estimation techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Software engineering principles, techniques and
tools are used to develop the software applications [1].
In the software engineering field to develop a software
application there is need a pattern. These patterns are
called Software development life cycle model. Many
types of Software Development Life Cycle models
exist in the software engineering domain to develop
the software applications such as V-model, Agile
model, RAD model and Big Bang model. All these
models have some characteristics as well as some
limitations. Agile model is one of these Software
Development Life Cycle models. It is a very new and
most in use model in the software houses. It has
excellence on all other Software Development Life
Cycle models. The reason of its excellence is that it
supports the change request at any level of the project.
It facilitates the client to give change request at any
stage of project [5, 6]. In the software house there is a
Project manager to communicate with the client and
with developer to get update about application’s
success and change handling [2]. Instead of so much
features and popularity the agile also has some
limitation. This limitation is the frequent change
request from user and due to this project’s completion

time and cost become increase. When the time and
cost become increase then it impacts a bad reputation
of the software house on client. The Company can
lose its client and client is like an asset of the software
house. To solve this issue, the project manager needs a
cost and time estimation technique so that whenever
the change request comes from the client then the
project’s cost and time become not increase [8, 9, and
14].
There are many Software Development Life Cycle
models in the software engineering field such as Big
Bang, RAD, V-Model and Agile [4, 5, 6, 18]. All
these Software Development Life Cycle models are
used for the small scale projects. All these models
have some drawbacks due to which the agile model
was needed to introduce and got popularity. The
Analysis of these models with the Agile is shown in
the Table1. The table is explaining the reasons of less
use of these Software Development Life Cycle models
in the software house and drawbacks of these models.
Agile Software Development Life Cycle model
The Jim High smith and Bob martin were working
on agile concept. They arranged a workshop and in
this workshop they exchanged ideas with each other
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and with the other people, who were also involved in Table.1 Analysis of Software Development Life
agile concept then the agile manifesto for software Cycle Models
Big
Vdevelopment came up in 2001 in the result of this Model features
RAD
Agile
Bang
model
workshop. The main reason of the popularity and
scale Appro Approp Appro
Appro
adoption of the agile model was that agile focused on Small
projects
priate
riate
priate
priate
the customer satisfaction and allow customer to give
Allow
change
Inappr
Inappro
Inappr
Appro
change request at any stage of the project [5, 21, 28,
request
opriate
priate
opriate
priate
and 36].
Application of agile model:
Agile model is applicable for the following
situations [21, 31and 36]:
 When the frequent change requests come from the
client.
 It is suitable for fixed requirements.
 It is suitable for the small scale projects.
 Where the face to face communication made
between the client and developer.
Agile Software Development:
The Agile software development became popular
since the late 1990’s. It became popular because at
that time software was failed due to long time of
requirements finalizing to first test of the develop
software.
The Agile software development works in sprints.
In the Figure.1 some sprints have no change request
but some sprints have change request from client. The
bottom Arrow in the diagram is showing the
completion time of the project. The Arrow is also
showing that when the numbers of sprints increase
then the project’s entire completion time become
increase. When one sprint in the project takes too long
time to complete then it ultimately affects the
completion time of the other sprints in the project. As
shown in the Figure .2 sprint 3 and sprint 5 have a
change request from the client. Once the change
request comes at any sprint then first developer
complete it.

Client Satisfaction
Fixed
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Change request
can scrap project
Customer
involvement
Easy to manage
Work
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Sprints/Sprints
Cost estimation
technique
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Low
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No

No
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After that the developer sends sprint with change
completion in sprint back to client and wait for the
client’s feedback. When the client gives feedback on
sprint’s change then developer analyze the feedback
that the client is satisfied with the change or not, if not
then the developer merge this change request again
with the next sprint otherwise plan the next sprint. The
completion time of the project also depends on the
number of sprints in a project as shown in the Figure
.1 [5, 17 and 21].
Issues with Agile Software Development
Frequent Change Request Issue
The change request impacts on the project
development. The developer follows the client’s
request and completes it. The main objective of the
developer and company is to satisfy the client.
Because the client is the asset of the company and he
is giving his time and money [14].

Figure.1 [48]
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In the ASD (Agile Software Development) the from client. Multi change requests at one sprint can
project manager and the developer welcome the come from the client multi time. Due to this multichange request at any level of the project [5, 6]. Agile time change request at one sprint the cost of that
model splits the project into small sprints and then particular sprint and other sprints in the project
follows the sprint until project complete. The change become increase. So there is need to estimate the
request impacts on the project in many ways because exact cost of project. There is also need to calculate
the change request has many risks associated with it in the cost of the each sprint in project. ASD needs a cost
terms of cost, time, effort and installation of the estimation technique to calculate the exact cost of the
project. The change on one sprint affects the other project so that whenever and no matter how much
sprints in the project [39, 40, 41]. The software is frequent change of requests come from client the
developed in sprints and all sprints are attached with decided cost of the project should not exceed [17, 32,
each other. The frequent change of request on one two 40].
or more sprint impacts the whole project badly. As
shown in the Figure.1 that the total no of sprints are 5 Time Issue in ASD
and each sprint needs some time to complete, effort The main reason of the increase of project’s
and cost associate with it. Two sprints out of five, completion time is the change request come from the
sprint 3 and 5 have change request from client. These client. Due to this change request the time exceeds
two sprints took more time and effort to complete. from the decided time. The project is not completed
The cost of these two sprints became increase. So the within the time is a big issue in the ASD. The reason
main characteristic of the agile software development is that the agile allows the client for the frequent
is the main issue of it and that issue is the frequent change of request. As agile divides the project into
change request come from the client. The frequently small iterations. These iterations are the small time
changes come from the client can disrupt the whole slots. All these iterations need some time to complete.
project. In the agile software development the client When the frequent change of request comes from the
prioritize the change request and developer then client at a particular iteration then the time becomes
follows that requirements and completes them first. increase to complete that iteration and to satisfy the
This prioritization of the requirements also increases client and ultimately it affects the other iteration’s
the project’s complexity. Because might be possible completion time in the project and at the end whole
that when the client is prioritizing the requirements project delivers late. So the ASD needs a technique or
then client keep the most complex change requirement model to estimate the accurate completion time of
at the top of the requirement list which increase the project, so that whenever and no matter how much
complexity of the software [39, 40, 41]. Hence the frequent change of request comes from the client the
main characteristic of the ASD (Agile Software time should not increase from the time decided at the
Development) allow the change request at any level of start of the project [32, 39, 40].
the project is the main issue for agile adoption in the
software industry.
Project Manager Issue in ASD
The project manager decides the cost and
Cost increment in ASD (Agile Software completion time of project with the client at the start
of project. The client needs his project on the right
Development) Issue
The project’s cost is a very important part of the time and within the cost but this do not happen in the
software development. To estimate the right cost of agile software development because of frequent
the project is very tough [17, 40]. The wrong cost change request. Due to frequent change request the
estimation of project can be cause of the project cost and completion time of project becomes increase
failure [32, 40]. It can be cause of bad relationship of and the client arise questions for the project manager.
company with client and the client has greater value
for company [14]. The main reason of the increase of Cost and Time Estimation Techniques
the project cost is the change request come from
The Agile software development needs a time and
client. Due to change request from client the cost of cost estimation model so that these issues from the
project exceeds from the cost decided at start of ASD can remove. Different cost and time estimation
project. The ASD divides the project into multiple techniques are explained below with limitations of
sprints and on these sprints the change request comes application of these techniques in ASD.
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development mode and levels of the COCOMO
COCOMO I:
Dr. Barry Boehm introduced a model first time in model.
the 1981 called COCOMO model. The COCOMO
COCOMO model is also not applicable for the
stands for Constructive Cost Model. After the ASD (AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT)
publication of this model the manager and software because in the ASD (AGILE SOFTWARE
engineers used this model to estimate the cost and DEVELOPMENT) the team size is very small. In the
time of the project.
ASD (AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT) the
normal size of the team for the success of the project
is not more than 9 people and COCOMO model is not
Equations:
The equations of the COCOMO models are:
resourceful for the small size team and for small size
projects [31, 47].
Effort=MM=
(1)
Time= TDEV=
(2)
Software Cost = MM
per person salary per COCOMO II:
In the mid of the 1990s the second version
month
(3)
COCOMO II model was introduced. The main
purpose of the invention of this model was to address
Limitations of the COCOMO Model [42, 49, 55]:
In the COCOMO model if a project manager the issues of the software engineering and introduced
wants to estimate effort and cost of the project then a new model for the estimation. It was developed in
manager needs to know the source line of code the University of the Southern California. The
(SLOC) at the initial phase of the project as shown in COCOMO II was originally published in the annals of
the above formula 1. The information about the source the software engineering [45, 50, 52].
line of the code should be very accurate to find the
accurate effort/person-per month of the project. The Equation:
software cost is associated with the effort/person per
month. Because the salaries of the software engineers
are also add in the software cost formula as shown in
the formula 3. So if the manager has to find the
accurate cost and effort of the project then the
manager should have the accurate source line of code
of the project. So that when it puts all these values in
the formula then the exact cost and effort of the Limitations of the COCOMO II Model
project can be calculate. But to accurately predict the
The limitation of the COCOMO II model is that it
exact source line of code of any project at the initial cannot estimate the project’s completion time for the
phase of project is very hard and complex. Because no small scale projects. If it estimates then the estimation
body can predict the exact source line of code of any becomes wrong. For COCOMO II to estimate the time
project at the start. The source line of code varies from for the small scale project is very difficult. The ASD
language to language. The size of the code becomes is applicable for the small scale project so the
different when the language changes because every COCOMO II is not resourceful for ASD [42, 47].
language has some size of code. In the Agile software
Any type of the extension in the COCOMO II
development
(ASD
(AGILE
SOFTWARE model is done during the software development. The
DEVELOPMENT)) the frequent change request extension is still an experiment in COCOMO II
comes from the client so the SLOC in the agile vary model. The extension in the COCOMO II model is not
from sprint to sprint. To calculate and predict the pre-calculated. If we apply the COCOMO II model in
exact SLOC in the ASD (AGILE SOFTWARE the ASD then the results of estimation becomes not
DEVELOPMENT) is very complex.
accurate because the ASD welcomes the frequent
For every organization is very difficult to use the change request from the client thus the COCOMO II
COCOMO model for cost, time and effort estimation needs extension at every change request and the cost
because the success of the accurate estimation is truly and completion time of the project cannot accurately
dependent on the modification of the COCOMO calculate [42].
model. The reason of the modification of the model is
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processes of the project. When the expert predicts the
SLOC (Source Line of Code)
Size is one of the most important attribute of the events and processes about the project then according
software development. It is the key indicator to tell to that predictions the project cost and effort
about the cost, effort and time of the project. Size of estimates. The expert’s prediction is considered
the project is also the base unit to derive other metrics accurate during the whole project development until it
for the project type. According to the Boehm point of becomes wrong. When the prediction becomes wrong
view about the cost estimation of the project, the size then possible that a lot of project’s development time
of the project is an essential part for the estimation has passed. In the ASD to predict the events and
models. So the easy way to measure the size of the issues is very tough and complex task because the
project is source line of code (SLOC). SLOC is ASD allows the frequent change request from client.
traditional, old and most popular metrics to measure
The limitation of the Delphi technique is the
the size of the software. The source line of code is not selection of expert. In other words who will be the
the sole contributor to estimate the cost, effort and best expert to predict the events about the project? To
time of the project [49, 53].
select the best expert is not an easy task because the
future events and cost of the project is associated with
Limitations of the SLOC [40, 49]
the expert’s opinions and predictions. So the wrong
The SLOC is like input for the cost, effort and selection of expert can be cause of project failure.
time estimation models. It is used to measure the size
of the project. It is very popular and common method Function Point Analysis
to estimate the project size. The project size can be
It was introduced in the October, 1979 by the
measure by the calculation of the line of code in the Albrecht. The Albrecht introduced FP analysis in a
project and then with the help of the size of the code meeting arranged by the IBM in the Monterey,
project’s effort, time and cost can calculate. But the California. In this meeting the Albrecht gave a
SLOC technique is not applicable and accurate for the presentation about the FP analysis. After the
ASD projects. The reason is that the ASD allows the presentation the IBM announced the basic function
frequent change request from the client. Due to the point metrics. The FP analysis is the software
frequent change request the size of the line of code in estimation method. It measures the size of the project
the agile project can vary. There is no limit of the size with the functionality and usability of the project [55,
of the code in the ASD project. Therefore to calculate 58, 60].
the exact source line of the code in the project is very
difficult and complex task.
Limitations of the FP analysis [47, 55, 59]
The big limitation in the FP analysis is that the FP
analysis uses the manual approach to estimate the
Delphi Technique
It is a predictive technique. When there were need project. In the FP analysis the estimator needs to do
to predict the issues with software development then the work manually which is time taking. In the manual
at that time different types of software cost estimation estimation a lot of time is consumed. As in the ASD
models were introduced to help the estimators to (AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT) the projects
predict and estimate the cost and time of project. So at are small scale and short duration of period. So the FP
that time the Delphi technique was introduced by the analysis is not suitable technique for the ASD (AGILE
Helmer in 1966. It is also known as expertise based SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT).
technique. The Boehm also introduced the Delphi
technique with the modification and with the new Price to Win Technique
name called Wideband Delphi Technique. The Boehm
The price to win technique is the technique to win
developed this technique in the 1981 [52, 55, 56, and the project within the price, mean that project is tried
57].
to complete within the price decide at the start of the
project. The price to win is the non-algorithmic
Limitations of the Delphi Technique [40, 55, 56, estimation technique. The non-algorithmic techniques
and 57]
work with the detailed information about the project.
The Delphi technique works with the expert’s The non-algorithmic technique also uses the historical
predictions and opinions about the project. This data of the previous developed project for the current
technique is used to predict the future events and project [55, 61, 63].
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Limitations of the Price to Win [55, 61, 63 and 64]
Putnam’s model and SLIM:
The limitation of the price to win technique is the
The Putnam model is based on the
delivery of project. In the price to win technique the Nodern/Rayleigh man power distribution. The
project is always deliver late. As discussed above in Putnam’s model is an automated macro estimation
the time issue with the ASD that the completion time model. The SLIM uses the linear programming,
of the project is very important. Client always needs statistical simulation, program evaluation and review
his project on right time and with the full techniques to calculate the cost of the project [55, 61,
functionality. When the project delivers late then the 65, and 66].
client becomes agitate. The software house can lose its The equation to estimate is:
client and client is the asset of software house. In the
ASD the delivery of the project becomes late due to
the frequent change request come from the client. To
follow the request and satisfy the client the project
completion within the due date becomes impossible. Limitations of the Putnam’s model [55, 61, 65, and
So the price to win technique is not suitable technique 66]
The first limitation of the Putnam’s model is that
for the ASD because of its late delivery of the project.
it is not applicable for the small scale of project. If
estimator uses the model to estimate the cost, effort
Parkinson’s Law Technique
It was introduced in the 1955 by the UK historian and time of the project then the estimation becomes
and author Northcote Parkinson. He gave his name wrong. Thus the Putnam’s model is not suitable for
Parkinson’s Law to this technique. It is also known as the ASD (AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT)
Parkinson’s Principle. This technique is based on the estimation as the agile is suitable to develop the short
software estimation. The Parkinson also wrote a book time scale of project.
The Putnam’s model does not focus on the other
on the behavior of the humans related to estimate the
software. In his book he explained that how the aspects of the software development life cycle such as
humans estimate the project. The estimation of the deign, requirements and most important the change
software is done with the given resources for the request come from the client. By ignoring these
aspects of the software development the project can
estimation [61. 63, 65, 66].
fail.
Limitations of the Parkinson’s Law[61. 63, 65, 66]
The major drawback of this technique is that it Estimation Based on Analogy
The Myers in the 1989 gave a detailed description
gives accurate estimation not all the time. Sometime
the Parkinson’s Law gives wrong estimation. Because about the Estimation based on analogy technique. In
it base on expert judgment technique. It also follows this technique the previous similar project’s cost and
completion time is used to get idea about the current
the expert opinion as like Delphi technique.
It is the un-realistic technique of estimation of project’s cost and completion time [55, 61, 63, and
project. The accuracy of the estimation is very low in 66].
the Parkinson’s Law. If the manager is estimating the
cost, effort and time of the project then there is no Limitations of the Estimation Based on Analogy
[55, 61, 63, and 66]
surety that the estimation is accurate.
As the estimation based on analogy use the
The Parkinson’s Law only measures the effort of
the software. It does not measure the completion time previous and historical project data to estimate the
of the project. It does not focus on the change of project cost so this is biggest drawback in the analogy
request come from the client. It does not focal point technique because some time the current project is
different from the previously developed project. The
on the cost increment due to change request.
For to apply the Parkinson’s Law technique on the size and functionality of the project can be different
project the manager should be familiar with the from each other. Sometime the historical data is not
technique mean to say that the manager should available then at that time how the estimation will do?
already has some experience and practice to use the If the historical data is available then there is a chance
Parkinson’s Law otherwise the result become not that the data is not accurate. In the ASD due to
frequent change requests the size of the project
good.
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become change at every sprint. Thus the estimator model to remove all these issues. Author propose a
cannot calculate the cost of the project and cannot use model to facilitate the manager or estimator to
the historical data of any project to estimate the cost estimate the exact cost and completion time of the
and time of the project in the ASD (AGILE project with the considerations of the frequent change
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT). If the estimator gets requests come from the client side. Author divides the
the similar project data then it cannot be useful for the model in the five screens. Every screen is explaining
current project due to frequent change request and the particular phase of the software development and
project size in the ASD.
is solving the cost and time estimation issue.
Top-Down Technique
In the top-down technique the total cost of the
project can calculate from the global properties by
using the either algorithmic or non-algorithmic
technique. In this technique the cost of the project is
divided in the various components of the system. It is
more useful for the early stage of software
development; the estimator can calculate the cost at
the early phases of the software [55, 61, 63 & 66].
Limitations of the Top down [55, 61, 63 & 66]
The accuracy of the top-down technique is less
than the others estimation techniques. The major issue
with this technique is that it does not consider the low
level problems and these problems can create huge
difficulty in the accurate estimation of the project.
These low level problems can also increase the cost of
the project. The top-down technique also gives less
detail and justification about the estimation.
Due to these limitations in the all these estimation
techniques, there is need of more accurate model to
facilitate the manager to estimate the exact cost and
completion time of the project. The ASD needs a
model or technique to estimate the project’s accurate
cost and time with the consideration of the frequent
change requests come from the client. So the model
can remove all these issues from the agile software
development that are mentioned above. The adoption
of ASD among the different software industries can
increase. The manager can calculate the exact cost and
time of the project. The manager can deliver the
project within the decided cost and time. The business
and reputation of the company can grow. Thus Author
is proposing and contributed in the software
engineering domain for the cost and time estimation
model to remove all these issues from the ASD and
from efficient software development.
Proposed Model
After the study and evaluation the above cost and
time estimation techniques and issues with the ASD,
Author is contributing a solution in the form of a

Screen1:
Author give his model name is Shariq Screens
(SS) method. The estimation starts in the model
through the review session. In the review session the
program manager discusses the whole project with the
software engineers and find out the module’s size,
cost, time period and effort. The basic purpose of
arranging review session is to share the experience of
development of software engineers and on the base of
that experience they can communicate with each other
to find out what are the easy and complex modules of
the software? After finding out the type of the module
the project manager decides the cost, effort and
completion time of the software. The review session
team members also look that how much modules has
developed earlier related to current software
application and how much modules has not been
developed before this time. How much no of modules
are new for team? The Author divides the model in
different categories and every category is explaining
the specific type of project.
Module’s Categories:
1. Easy: The first category of the module is the easy
module means that the majority of modules have
been already developed in another application.
The software engineers just have to replace these
modules with the current application’s modules or
they need some modifications in previously
developed modules to meet the current
application’s requirements. As shown in the
screen 1 Figure below. The 80% easy and 20%
tough is the easy module category.
2. Average: The second category is the Average
module means that minimum numbers of modules
have been already developed in another
application the software engineers just have to
replace these modules with the current application
modules or they need some modifications in
previously developed modules to meet the current
application requirement. In the average category
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module the number of previously developed
related to current application. As shown in the
modules is less than the easy module category. .
Screen 1 Figure that module/Project is 100%
As shown in the screen 1 Figure below. The 60%
difficult. The developers have to spend a lot of
easy and 40% is tough.
effort and time to complete application and they
need more time to handle the frequent change
3. Difficult: The third category in the Screen 1 is the
request in application. The time, effort and cost of
difficult module means that the whole application
the application decide in the review session. The
is new the software engineers have never
difficult category is the very tough and complex.
developed this type of application before this
time. They have no development experience
Screen 1. Figure
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client side then for the developers and manager it is
Screen 2:
The total cost of the project can calculate by:
very risky and tough to estimate the size of the change
request, affect on completion time and cost of the
Total cost = Average Cost + Expected Cost
(1)
remaining modules of project. So to handle this part of
development the manager or estimator can use this
Average cost:
screen 4 to estimate the size of the change request,
Here the average cost is representing the cost of completion time of project, cost and affect of change
previous develop modules. It adds in the total cost of request on whole project.
the current project.
Total no of modules=?
Expected cost:
Total time of the modules=?
The expected cost is the cost decided in the Divide the time on per module=?
review session by the participants in the session.
Divide Effort per module=?
The total time of the project can calculate by
Screen 5:
Total time = Average Time + Expected Time
(2)
The screen five is explaining that who is best
person in the team to handle the change request and to
Average time:
handle the toughest module of the project?
The average time is the completion time of the 1. When the project starts then in the review session
previously developed modules. It adds in the total
the project’s tough and complex modules are
time of the current project.
decided. After the declaration of these modules
For Average Category:
now the task is to decide the developer to work on
Total cost = Average Cost + Expected Cost + 15% (3)
these modules. Give all these modules to most
Total time = Average Time + Expected Time +15% (4)
highly experienced developer in the team.
Because due to the high experience the style of
For Difficult Category:
writing code become different from the developer
Total cost = Expected Cost + 30%
(5)
who has low experience. Then in the last the low
Total time = Expected Time +30%
(6)
experience developer remains with easy module to
develop.
Screen 3:
If the change request comes after some modules have 2. When the change request comes from the client
side then the most experienced developer of the
been developed then the manager can estimate:
team handle it. Because due to his experience he
Total modules of software =?
writes the code in few line as compare to other
No of completed module=?
less experienced developer. He can meet the
SLOC of the completed module=?
change request more quickly and can save the
Remaining module=?
time.
Total time of completion of completed module=?
Effort required for the completed module=?
Analysis with the Techniques:
Per day SLOC=?
In this section Analysis of the above mentioned
Per person SLOC=?
techniques with the Shariq Screens method is
explained.
Average of size of the remaining modules:
√
Average size of the remaining module.

=

Screen 4:
The screen 4 is dealing with the very important
part of the Shariq screens method that is, when the
project development starts the team develop the first
module and sends to the client for the feedback. If at
the first module the change request comes from the

COCOMO Vs SS Method
The COCOMO model is compared with the SS
method as shown in the Table. The COCOMO model
estimates the project with the help of the SLOC. It
uses the SLOC (source line of code) size for the
project cost and time estimation. The main issue with
COCOMO model is the SLOC because due to the
frequent change of requests come from the client the
estimator cannot measure the exact SLOC for the
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accurate cost and time estimation but in the SS method is not only applicable for the Agile but also
method the estimator does not need to depend on the applicable for all SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SLOC for the estimation. Using the SS method LIFE CYCLE models use for the all type of projects.
estimator can calculate the exact cost; effort and The COCOMO II model does not work with the
completion time of the project with the consideration iterations but the SS method can works with the
of frequent change of request come from the client. iterations and calculates the accurate completion time,
The SS method does not need any type of medication effort and cost of the project. It is more applicable for
in the model during the estimation while the the frequent change of request comes from the client
COCOMO model needs modification when the rather than COCOMO II model.
change of request comes from the client. The SS
method is applicable for the all types of projects Analysis and Benefits:
medium, large and small scale. The SS method is 1. The COCOMO II model is not suitable for the
applicable for the all team size.
iteration software development but the SS method
is suitable.
2.
The COCOMO II model is not ingenious for the
Analysis and Benefits:
1. The SS method does not base on the source line of
small scale project; on the other hand the SS
code for time, effort and cost estimation as like
method is ingenious for all projects.
COCOMO model.
3. Less accuracy of COCOMO II model for the
2. During the use of the SS method in the estimation,
frequent change request than the SS method.
estimator does not need to modify the method for 4. SS method is less risky than the COCOMO II
accurate values, but the COCOMO is required
model.
modification during estimation.
Iteration/
Small
Frequent Extension
3. Modification in the COCOMO model is not pre- Techniques
Sprints
scale
change
calculated but in the SS method is pre-calculated.
projects of
4. The SS method is accurately useful for the
request
NA
Experimental
frequent change of request but the COCOMO COCOMO Not work with NA
II
iterations/sprints
and not premodel is not suitable.
calculated
work
with A
A
Not
5. COCOMO model is applicable only for where the Shariq
Screen
iterations/sprints
experimental
team size is large but the SS method is applicable
and
prefor all team and project size.
calculated
6. Accuracy rate of estimation of SS method is more NA- Not Appropriate ; A – Appropriate
than the COCOMO model.
Techniques

Modification

COCOMO

Experimental
and not precalculated

Shariq
Screen

Not
experimental
and precalculated

Allow
frequent
change
request

Size of
the
team

SLOC for
estimation

NA

Only
for
large
team

Based on
estimation

A

For all
team

Not based
for
estimation

NA- Not Appropriate ; A – Appropriate
COCOMO II Vs Shariq Screens Method:
The COCOMO II is the second version of the
COCOMO model. The main drawbacks of the model
are shown in the Table. The COCOMO II model is not
suitable model for the small scale projects but the
Agile is used for the small scale projects. The SS

1. SLOC VS SS method:
The SLOC is also an estimation technique use the
exact SLOC for estimation at the start of the project.
The main issue with the SLOC is that when the
frequent change of request comes from the client side
then at that time the size of the line of code vary from
one sprint to another sprint so on the behalf of that
source line of code to calculate the cost, effort and
completion time of the project is very complex and
risky. The estimator by using the SLOC can calculate
the cost and completion time of project when he/she
knows the exact SLOC at the start of the project but in
the SS method the estimation is not dependent on the
SLOC. The SS method also use the SLOC for
estimation as mentioned in the Screen 3 and 4, but
when the estimator has some exact SLOC of some
completed modules and not calculate as like the
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SLOC at the start of the project. In the SS method 2. In the SS method the experts are not biased as
there is no language barrier for the estimator.
compare to Delphi technique.
3. In the SS method the selection of the members for
Analysis and Benefits:
the review session is not complex as compare to
1. The SLOC is based on the exact pre-calculated
Delphi.
source line of code but the SS method does not
base on the source line of code.
TechMethodology Expert
Rely on Expert
2. SLCO does not allow the frequent change of niques
for
can
experts
selection
request but the SS method allows the change
estimation
biased,
optimistic
request.
No
Yes
Yes
Tough/Issue
3. Due to programming languages the accuracy of Delphi
Shariq
Yes
No
Modified Easy
the SLOC affects but the SS method estimation Screen
does not affect.
3. FP Analysis VS SS method:
The difference between the FP Analysis and the SS
Techniques
SLOC
Developer’s
Frequent
Programming
code
change of Language
method is that the FP analysis is the time taking
writing
request
barrier
estimation process but the SS method is not time
experience
taking method. For the use of SS method there is no
SLOC
Exact
Issue
NA
Yes
experience required anyone can use the method for
size of
SLOC
estimation. It is very easy to use.
Shariq
Screen

required
Without
the exact
size of
SLOC

No issue

A

No

NA- Not Appropriate ; A – Appropriate

2. Delphi VS SS method:
The Delphi is based on the expert opinions about the
issues in the software application. The technique uses
the expert opinions and suggestions about the future
issues of the software application and on that basis the
estimator calculates the project cost, completion time
and effort. The issue with the Delphi technique is that
who is the expert to give suggestions and opinions
about the issues? In other words the selection of the
Expert in the Delphi is an issue which the SS method
is solving through the concept of review session
between the software developers and project manager.
In the review session they decide the project’s
completion time, cost and effort according to their
experience. The SS method is also base on the expert
opinions but SS method is modifying the expert
opinion. In the SS method there is no chance that the
expert can be optimistic as like in the Delphi
technique. According to the SS method the experts are
only within the development team. The experts are
software developers of the team.
Analysis and Benefits:
1. There is no proper methodology in the Delphi
technique for the estimation but the SS method
has proper methodology for estimation.

Analysis and Benefits:
1. The FP analysis is the time taking analysis as
compare to SS method.
2. There is no experience required for the use of the
SS method but in the FP analysis pre-use
experience is required.
3. The SS method is more easy to use as compare to
FP analysis.
4. The SS method is less risky than the FP analysis.
Techniques
FP analysis

Time
taking
estimation
Yes

Shariq Screen

No

For
use
the
Technique
Experience required
No Experience
required

4. Price to Win VS SS method:
The price to win technique always delivers project
late. The late delivery is already an issue for the ASD
(AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT). So the SS
method is removing this late delivery issue from the
agile. In the SS method the project completion time is
decided at the start of the project and delivers within
that decided time. In the price to win the expert
estimation can be wrong and the whole project can
scrap but in the SS method the expert opinions never
becomes wrong. There is no pressure on the
developers to complete the work in the SS method.
Analysis and Benefits:
1. In the Price to win always project delivers late but
this does not happen in the SS method.
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2. There is no pressure on developers and manager The ASD is used for the small scale projects so the
in the SS method as compare to price to win.
Putnam’s model is not useful for the ASD but the SS
3. The rate of accurate Cost estimation is more than method is useful for the all types of projects medium
the price to win.
size, large size and small size projects.
4. In the SS method there is no chance of wrong Analysis and Benefits:
estimation.
1. The Putnam’s model is only applicable for the
Project
small scale projects but the SS method is
Pressure Cost
Expert
Techniques
deliver
with S.E fixed estimation
applicable for the all types of projects.
late
2. The SS method is more accurate than the
Price to win
Always
Yes
Yes
Wrong
Putnam’s model.
Shariq
Screen

No

No

Yes

Right

5. Parkinson’s Law:
The Parkinson’s Law is the used for the project
estimation but the estimation becomes wrong. The
estimation accuracy rate in the Parkinson’s Law is not
good as compare to SS method. The SS method
estimation always becomes right and exact. The
Parkinson’s Law only measures the effort of the
project not the completion time of the project but the
SS method measures the time, effort and cost of the
project. For the use of the SS method there is no
experience required but for the Parkinson’s Law use
some experience is required.
Analysis and Benefits:
1. The SS method is less risky than the Parkinson’s
Law.
2. Rate of accurate estimation is better than the
Parkinson’s Law.
3. In the SS method the estimation is realistic but in
the Parkinson’s Law the estimation is not realistic.
4. There is no experience required for the use of the
SS method but in the Parkinson’s Law pre-use
experience is required.
5. The Parkinson’s Law only measure the effort but
the SS method measures the effort, completion
time and cost of the project.

Techniques
Putnam’s model
Shariq Screen

7. Estimation based VS SS method:
The major difference between the Estimation based
analogy and SS method is that the, Estimation based
analogy use the historical data for the estimation. It is
based on the historical data but the SS method is not
based on the historical data. The SS method works for
the data availability and not availability both but the
Estimation based analogy only works for the data
availability. If the data is not available then the
Estimation based analogy not estimates the project.
Analysis and Benefits:
1. The SS method’s calculation not depends on the
historical data as like Estimation Based Analogy.
2. The estimation in the Estimation Based Analogy
become wrong due to use of historical data but
this not happens in the SS method.
3. Accuracy of estimation in the Estimation Based
Analogy is less than the SS method because of
depends on historical data.
Techniques

Technique
s
Parkinson’s
Law
Shariq
Screen

Estimatio
n
accuracy
No

Realistic
estimatio
n
No

Measure
only
effort
Yes

Always

Yes

Measure
s Effort,
cost and
time.

For use
technique
Experienc
e required
No
Experienc
e required

6. Putnam’s model VS SS method:
The Putnam’s method is not used for small scale
projects. It is only useful for the large scale projects.

Useful for small scale
projects
No
Yes

Estimation
based analogy
Shariq Screen

Based on
historical data
Yes

Historical data
need
Yes

No

No

8. Top- Down VS SS method:
The major difference between the SS method and
Top-Down technique is that the SS method focuses on
the all issues in the software development and
estimation but the Top-Down does not focus on the
small issues with the software development and
estimation.
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For the results and implementation we use
Analysis and Benefits:
1. Less accuracy due to ignorance of low level multiple software industries to get results of proposed
problems in the Top-Down technique.
model and discuss with Several Developers, Project
2. SS method is more helpful in estimation than the Managers, Business Analysts and teams. We arrange
Top-Down technique.
sessions in some companies to get results and
feedback.
In the mentioned industries, we arrange
Techniques
Low level problems handling
sessions
with the software developers, project
Top down
No
managers,
team leads and discusses with them about
Shariq Screen Yes
our SS method and then asked some questions and we
get results and in some software houses we use our
Application of the Method
The SS method is not only applicable for the method on real time projects and get results.
small scale projects and for agile software
development but it is also applicable for the large Questionnaire:
scale projects. It is useful for all Software RQ1. Is SS method helpful to manage the cost and
Development Life Cycle models which are used for time?
the small scale projects. It is also helpful estimation RQ2. Is Review Session an efficient way to manage
method for the frequent change of requests. It is the project?
practical for the all Software Development Life Cycle RQ3. Can project cost and time accurately estimate in
models which are not allowing the frequent change of the review session?
requests come from the client such as the models are RQ4. Can the SS method’s all screens control the cost
mentioned above in the Software Development Life and time from increase?
Cycle models section Big bang, V-model, RAD RQ5. Can the SS method remove the cost and time
model. Whenever the change request come from the issue from the agile model?
client then these models become fail to manage the RQ6. Do you think that SS method can control the
project’s cost, completion time and effort because cost and time with the frequent change of requests?
these models have no estimation techniques. The All the developers give different answers and opinions
project cost, completion time and effort become about the SS method the results are shown in the give
increase. Thus the SS method is solution to remove below:
these issues from all these Software Development Life
Cycle models and is making them more efficient for
80%
the software development with exact and accurate cost
and time estimation. The SS method is applicable and
60%
Agree
useful for the all Software Development Life Cycle
40%
models, for all large and small scale projects. This SS
DisAgree
method is more applicable than the other estimation
Neutral
20%
techniques. The SS method can give the more accurate
exact time, cot and effort estimation.
0%

Discussion Results

Implementation of SS model
Company
Arbi soft
Soft solution
Systems
Sigmatech
Xavor
Shaukat khanum
Urban unit
I2C
InfoTech
Consensus

Implementation
Questionnaire
Project
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
Project

The chart is showing the results for the SS method
the 65% is in the favor of the SS method, 35% is
against the SS method and 5% is neutral.
No.

Mo
dul
es

1

8

2

10

Cate
gory

Aver
age
Com
plex

Completion-Time

Pre-develop
module

Company

12 month

3

Soft
Solution

10 month

0

Consensus
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We use the SS method in real time projects in the CONCLUSION
2 companies for real results. The projects description
The Agile model allows the client to give change
is explained in the table below:
request at any stage of the project. The main
The project 1 is a pension management system characteristic of the Agile model is the main issue for
that has 8 modules with 12 Months, from which 3 the agile adoption in software industry because due to
modules has been developed before this time in any the frequent change request come from the client the
other application. Due to category of SS method the cost and completion time of project becomes increase.
project 1 falls in the Average category. The Screen 3 There are many cost and time estimation techniques
of the SS method is used for the time and cost but all have some drawbacks due to which these
estimation. Project Manager applied all formulas and estimation technique are not applicable and helpful for
techniques to estimate the project according to SS the project manager to estimate the exact and accurate
method. The module 5 and 7 has large frequent completion time and cost of project in the Agile
change of requests from the client side. Thus these Software Development. The SS method facilitates the
two modules impacts of other modules in the project.
project manager in Agile Software development to
Results are given below:
estimate the accurate time and cost of the project with
the considerations of the frequent change of request
come from client. The SS method is solving the main
100%
drawback from the Agile Software Development.
50%

Wrong
Accurate

0%
Results
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